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Sacramento Historic Rose Garden

Preserving California’s Heritage Roses

New Year, New Opportunities

In this issue:

By Judy Eitzen

January will bring a number of changes to the Cemetery;
some have been in the works and some are new.
First, we were delighted to learn that the Cemetery has
been placed on the National Register of Historic Places
as a historic district. The Cemetery had already been
recognized at state and local levels, and this new status
will bring additional opportunities (and requirements)
for preservation and operation of the property and our
programs.
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This recognition was made at the highest level; that is,
Sacramento’s Historic City Cemetery was recognized as
being of national significance rather than just local or
regional significance.
Cities undertake changes within their organizational
structure for a variety of reasons and over the last year,
Sacramento has revised the management of the Cemetery to be more responsive to our new status. First,
preservation will be overseen by the City’s Preservation
manager, Roberta Deering in conjunction with the Center for Sacramento History’s Marcia Eymann. The CSH
will also work with the OCCC to expand and develop
tours and programs beginning with school tours. Finally, maintenance of the facilities and grounds will be under Parks Department Supervisor Tony Ulep who will
also supervise the Adopt-A-Plot program. All garden
volunteers will be part of his responsibility as he supervises the on-site Park Workers.
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Another change in the new year is one which the OCCC
has encouraged the City to make and that is to open the
Cemetery to the public seven days. I am glad to report
that this will take place January 1. Winter and Summer
hours will remain as in prior years.
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EDITORIAL

Rose Garden Volunteers have really got it going! This fall we were able to propagate more
roses than ever before which should lead us to
a really great sale at the Open Garden in
April. We have volunteers Karen Jefferson
and Kathryn Mackenzie to thank for propagating roses at home, Dave Andrews for permitting us to propagate roses in the Consumnes River College greenhouse and Bill Harp
for putting together a team to oversee and coax along our baby plants. Good job, everyone.
Of course, I may be ‘counting my chickens before they’re hatched’, but I have every confidence that the rose sale this year will set records.
2014’s hard work in the garden was topped off
by a holiday potluck with good food, lots of
“music” and plenty of good fun.
Comments, suggestions, critiques
Judy Eitzen,
verlaine@citlink.net
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Winter
Events
Pruning Party
January 10 9:00—3:00
(Rain date: Jan 24)
Pruning Classes
January 17—Climbing Roses
January 24—Modern Roses
January 31—Once-bloomers
February 7—Teas & Chinas
(Classes begin at 9:00 a.m.)
Museum Day
February 7
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Curator’s Corner
We had an exceptionally beautiful fall thanks to
warm weather and the efforts of our volunteers to
deadhead and trim the roses. I greeted guests to
the October Lantern tours with a basket of fragrant
roses, sharing their beauty and stories with guests
who usually come seeking more lurid entertainment. They came for a spooky evening in the
cemetery and may return in the daytime to see our
roses.
Winter rains finally returned this fall after three
desperately dry drought years, bringing the fall
flush to an abrupt end. Much as we rejoice in the
moisture, we are reminded that rain can be inconvenient, not to mention wet and cold! We cancelled the “Fall Color in the Rose Garden” tour,
although Michael and Pamela Temple still came
from Willits and enjoyed having the soggy garden
all to themselves. Several regular work days have
been rained out already, and we wonder how
much our winter pruning will be affected by the
weather. We don’t work in the rose garden on
rainy days, and avoid pruning when roses are
soaked because of concern that we could spread
bacterial disease. We also stay out of muddy
plots so that we don’t compact the soil. We’ll do
as much as we can, shaking raindrops off the
canes during breaks in the weather and working in
plots that are mulched with leaves or wood chips.
Let it rain!
Look for orange plastic ribbons on roses to be
pruned. We will ask the Sheriff’s Crew and volunteers to strip all of the leaves from them. This
makes it much easier to see which canes are
dead, damaged, old or crossing and should be
removed, and which canes are new and vigorous
and should be kept. One of the hallmarks of our
garden is that we let the roses grow to their full
size and potential, generally keeping roses large
and rarely shortening by more than a third.
We are also tying orange tape onto yellow landscaping flags to indicate plots that need to be
weeded. We have many companion plants in the
rose garden, and it’s sometimes hard to tell what
plant to pull. If you aren’t sure, ask.
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We planted fourteen new roses, some tulips and
narcissus, and heirloom iris just before the rains
began.
We are already seeing new growth on
them and many of the other bulbs that we planted
last year are emerging from the ground. Even as
winter sets in, there is the promise of a flower-filled
spring.
The Cemetery has been added to the National
Registry of Historic Landmarks. This honor brings
with it some added responsibilities to conform with
City, State and National preservation requirements.
There are now three different City departments directing cemetery operations: Community Development, which oversees Sacramento’s Historic
Preservation Program; Convention, Culture and
Leisure which includes the Center for Sacramento
History, and the Parks Department, which directs
cemetery maintenance. The Preservation Director,
Roberta Deering, the City Historian, Marcia Eymann, and Parks Supervisor Tony Ulep recently
met with cemetery volunteers to describe their expectations and request that all cemetery volunteers
complete required forms before working in the cemetery. We are glad that they have clarified how
things will operate.
We don’t expect many changes, if any, in what we
do in the rose garden though we will probably need
to get a few more levels of approval before we repair a plot surround, install signs or erect a structure. The Parks Department has taken over the
management of the Adopt-A-Plot program, which
encompasses activities of all garden volunteers.
Short-term garden volunteers are required to fill out
a one-page liability form. Continuing garden volunteers need to review the Park’s Volunteer Program
Handbook for the cemetery and fill out and sign five
of the six forms that it contains (only new volunteers must fill out the Volunteer Interest Form).
The handbook is available in the cemetery’s Visitor’s Center. If you need help to obtain or comple
the forms, or have any questions, please let me
know.
Anita Clevenger, Curator
Historic rose Garden
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HARD LUCK ROSE
It’s not always easy to preserve our rare found roses.
Sometimes, the fates seem to conspire against a particular variety. No rose has suffered as many travails in the cemetery as ‘Chromatella,’ also known as
“Dr. Hinman” and “Legacy of Dr. M.D. Hinman.”
‘Chromatella,’ sometimes called ‘Cloth of Gold,’ was
popular at its introduction in 1841 and for many
years afterwards. Descended from the very vigorous
‘Lamarque,’ its yellow-hued flowers were extolled
for their color and beautiful form. It grew well in
the French Riviera but needed some protection in
colder climes. Queen Victoria held it in her hand
when she opened the Crystal Palace in 1847. Helen
Hunt Jackson’s 1912 novel, Ramona, has the following passage:
Ramona had a cloth-of-gold rose in her hand.
The veranda eaves were now shaded with them,
hanging down like a thick fringe of golden tassels. It was the rose Felipe loved best. Stooping,
she laid it on the bed, near Felipe’s head. “He
will like to see it when he wakes,” she said. (1)
Barbara Oliva and I were thrilled Sherri Berglund
put “Dr. Hinman” into the Silent Auction at the Heritage Rose Foundation’s “Madame President” event
in 2008. Here was a chance to replace Ed’s
‘Chromatella’ with one that had been collected in an
El Dorado cemetery in 2001. Gregg Lowery thought
it was probably ‘Chromatella’ when he saw it in
Sherri’s garden several years later. Barbara bid successfully on it, and we planted it along the Broadway
fence.
While some roses thrive in the fence area’s sandy
soil and full sun, “Dr. Hinman” suffered. Several
times we discovered leaves scorched by the sun, and
found that someone had turned off its irrigation
bubbler. Once, the Sheriff’s Crew mowed it to the
ground when they decided to “clean up” the fence
area. Nearby “Moser House Shed Rose” crowded it.
We continued to mulch, feed, water and encourage
it, and gave Gregg Lowery permission to propagate
it. One day, volunteer Chuck Hatch asked, “Why did
you take out that rose along the fence?” He showed
me an empty hole in “Dr. Hinman’s” place. Who
dug it out, and why? We’ll probably never know.
Fortunately, Gregg’s cuttings were successful and he
gave us yet another plant. Karen Jefferson nurtured
it until we felt it was big enough to plant in the
ground. It was still small, but we planted it in Plot
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by Anita Clevenger
546 of the East Bed in the center of an iron structure.
Its bad luck continued. Somebody kept turning off
its bubbler. Once, the problem was too much water. The irrigation system ran for days last winter
because the valve was stuck open by a sticky mass of
black widow spider webbing. The Sheriff’s Crew irrigation team killed the spider, cleaned up the valve,
and got the irrigation running properly again. “Dr.
Hinman” was on its side, still alive, but barely. The
soil around it had washed away and its roots were
exposed. We replanted and mulched it carefully.
This summer, the rose suffered for several weeks
without water. Creatures were to blame once again.
Gophers had dug under the irrigation valve box and
filled it to the brim with soil, shorting out the wiring.
The Sheriff’s Crew cleaned out the soil and got the
valve working again.
“Dr. Hinman” still lives, but it’s quite small. We
wonder what will happen next. Will it finally thrive?
Generally, a rose that survives with neglect in a foothill cemetery is vigorous when grown in a garden
setting with plenty of water, food and care. It’s possible that this particular variety is simply difficult to
grow.
In 1851, Donald Beaton wrote in The Cottage Gardener(2) that he believed, “it is partial to particular
soils, like the Old double-yellow Rose; for I have
known it to bloom tolerably well without any particular indulgence, and I have seen it fail under very
good management.”
Jill Perry says that
‘Chromatella’ is long gone from the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden, and that “Legacy of Dr. Hinman”
grows weakly on the Santa Clara fence. However,
she saw a vigorous ‘Chromatella’ years ago at an old
adobe in Montery. Sherri’s “Dr. Hinman” declined
years ago, and a replacement ‘Chromatella’ bought
from Roses Unlimited didn’t grow well either. Sherri no longer grows that variety in her garden.
However, I’d rather think that this rose’s hard luck
is over and that it will grow well from now on. The
empty iron cage is a rather strange, sad sight right
now. We dream of seeing it breathtakingly draped
with yellow blossoms, and of being able to propagate “Dr. Hinman” for others to grow.
(Continued on page 5)
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BIGGEST & BEST OPEN GARDEN ROSE SALE—EVER!
One of the features of our Open Garden is the sale of
rare, mostly found old roses grown from cuttings of
cemetery plants and our volunteers’ collections. We
usually depend on a few volunteers’ backyard propagation efforts. This year, we received permission
from Horticulture Professor Dave Andrews to propagate roses in the greenhouse at Cosumnes River
College.

We wanted to study the best propagation methods,
and were hopeful we would have additional healthy
rose plants to offer for sale. The strike rate on the
roses was astounding. All but a few of the cuttings
grew roots, and they are now growing vigorously in
one-gallon pots inside the greenhouse. We try not
to ‘count chickens before they are hatched’ or roses
before they are hardened off, but it looks like we will
have at least 65 different varieties of roses this year;
more than 500 plants.

By Anita Clevenger

biggest and most exciting sales catalog in the history
of our Open Garden.
If you’ve ever wanted a chance to grow roses as rare
and different as the tiny ‘Petite Perle d’Or,’ the once
-blooming vigorous climber ‘Li Jiang Road Climber,’
the beautiful white found Tea rose, “Jesse Hildreth,”
the white sport of Grandmother’s Hat, “Tina Marie,”
or an unreleased Ralph Moore crested repeatblooming rose, ‘Dawn Crest,’ this is your chance.
Spread the word. Everybody who would like to buy
a few (or many!) old and unusual roses should come
to the cemetery’s Open Garden on April 18.

Our Cosumnes propagation team includes Bill Harp,
Lynda Ives, Karen and Tom Jefferson, Judy Eitzen,
Emily Christensen and myself. Pat Schink and
Kathryn Mackenzie have also helped. The team has
been thrilled by the success rate, and is busily pinching off flower buds and monitoring the health of the
plants.
In our March newsletter, we plan to report what we
learned and profile some of the roses we will have
for sale. A complete list will be posted on our website, and Jeri Jennings has offered to prepare the
(Continued from page 4)

Citations from HARD LUCK ROSE
(1) Helen Hunt Jackson, Ramona, 1884, B oston, Rob er ts B r oth er s. Jackson w as an activist w ho berated the federal government's mistreatment of Native Americans. Ramona takes place in Southern California
after the Mexican-American war. It was very popular in its day, more for the romance of the story than for the
political message. Tourists even visited California looking for places described in the book. ‘
(2) Donald Beaton, The Cottage Gardener, No vem ber 20, 1851, pp 112 -113, published as bound volume by
William S. Orr & Co. of London in 1852. Full quote: The celebrated Cloth of Gold is a Noisette, and one of the
best if it was a certain bloomer, which it certainly is not;— I believe the fault is not altogether in our climate, but
that it is partial to particular soils, like the Old double-yellow Rose; for I have known it to bloom tolerably well
without any particular indulgence, and I have seen it fail under very good management. A friend of mine blooms
it most beautifully trained in a cool, airy conservatory. Unless its roots are well confined it should not be much
pruned. Established plants of it, which refuse to bloom freely, should be root-pruned about the end of August, in
order to check its late growth, and so ripen the young wood before winter.
Ed note: this periodical, like so many from the 19th century is available full text online from Google and others.
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CEMETERY ROSE—NEW WEBSITE
We have officially launched a new, updated, interactive website this month. The online address is the
same, www.cemeteryrose.org. The old site was
somewhat dated and had limited functionality so it
was time for a change.
Proving that you can teach an old dog some new
tricks, my nephew Ty Hamby helped me set up the
new site. Okay, he did all the hard stuff…but I can
add new information and keep it updated. We’ll
post the latest on our activities and items to interest
antique rose lovers.
The new site is interactive; registered members will
be able to post articles and photos while casual visitors can post comments. We can use the site to reg-

by Judy Eitzen

ister for events, post photos and videos, and create
member blogs.
There is a members-only page where we will post
Historic Rose Garden business—meeting notes,
event plans, budgets, projects, etc. You must be
registered on the site to view this page.
At some point in the future, we may even use the
site to sell tickets to events or sell merchandise
online.
This website is a work in progress and I encourage
all to visit soon. Please do send comments and suggestions for future content.

www.Cemeteryrose.org

AMERICORPS IN THE RAIN

Judy Eitzen

If you go to www.nationalservice.gov you will learn about
the Corporation for National and Community Service.
Established in 1993, it merged two prior programs into
one of national service. AmeriCorps is one of the programs under the CNCS.
AmeriCorps serves members by creating jobs and providing pathways to opportunity for young people entering
the workforce, placing young adults into intensive service
positions where they learn valuable work skills, earn
money for education and develop an appreciation for citizenship.
AmeriCorps members have volunteered at the Cemetery
for several years, providing Lantern Tour assistance, and
working in garden areas, including the Rose Garden.
Last week, they went ‘above and beyond,’ serving in the
rain. Anita plied them with hot tea and goodies under a
canopy to escape the rain, but they worked hard.
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HISTORIC ROSE GARDEN NOMINATED FOR AWARD

by Anita Clevenger

The World Federation of Rose Societies (WFRS) bestows the “Garden of Excellence” award on selected
gardens around the world during its triennial conferences.

Our garden’s evaluators were past and current curators of the two American rose gardens that received
this award at the last WFRS conference in South Africa in 2012.

This honor is given to a rose garden that is:
 beautiful and attractive and open to the
public,
 educational, whereby the knowledge of the
public and its interest in roses is enhanced,
 of assistance with the preservation of the
genus.

Beverly Rose Hopper, former curator of the San Jose Municipal Rose Garden, wrote that “the garden
boasts breathtaking displays of massive rosebushes,” and that “no other public garden features such
extensive creative offerings of educational programs.” She goes on to say, “In an era when some
public gardens are dying, the Sacramento Historic
Rose Garden located in the Old City Cemetery is
very much alive!”

The American Rose Society (ARS) has forwarded the
nomination package for the Sacramento Historic
Rose Garden for consideration for final evaluation at
the May 2015 WFRS conference in Lyon, France.
Our garden was nominated by Sacramento City
Council Member Steve Hansen. The nomination
package shows how we meet the criteria of the
award, and includes six beautiful photographs by
Pat Schink, Anita Clevenger and Troy Glasson. We
put in a copy of our June 2012 newsletter and two
independent evaluations. We also tucked in a copy
of the documentary “Cemetery Rose.”

Stephen Scanniello, curator of the Peggy Rockefeller
Rose Garden in the New York Botanical Garden,
wrote that “Besides being a stunning display of roses
visited by record numbers of visitors annually, the
Sacramento Historic Rose Garden offers scientists
and rosarians a rare opportunity to study found roses in one location.”
Many thanks to the people who helped us prepare
the nomination package, and to ARS president Jolene Adams for her encouragement. We hope that
our garden wins this prestigious award!

AmeriCorps students at work on a very
rainy day
photos by Anita Clevenger
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LIJIANG ROAD CLIMBER

by Anita Clevenger

Rose lovers began coveting the “Lijiang Road Climber” when
it was featured in Roger Phillips and Martyn Rix’s book,
Quest for the Rose,(1) Phillips and Rix collected this climbing
tea rose in China in 1993, but its cuttings did not survive.
Fortunately, Gian Lupo Osti(2) collected this rose on a later
trip to China, and Italian nurseryman Walter Branchi introduced it as ‘Lijiang Rose.’
For years, Americans could only read and dream about this
rose, or visit it in a few European, Australian or Asian gardens. I first encountered it in Japan’s City of Sakura Rose
Garden, where volunteers selected it as their “most fragrant”
rose because of its strong Tea rose scent.
Fortunately, Anne Belovich(3) imported this rose and made it
available to Gregg Lowery. He contributed a plant of it to our
symposium’s auction in 2012, and Janelle Michel bought it
for our collection. This rose was so incredibly rare and desirable that we planted it under the code name of “LJR” to prevent it from being stolen or hacked to bits for cuttings.
It now covers fifteen feet of the Broadway fence, a very vigorous, healthy rose and will be listed by name in our 2015 collection catalog. It’s still not available in commerce in the
United States, but we are doing our best to share this lovely
once-blooming climbing Tea rose. We’ve sent cuttings of it
to Dr. Malcolm Manners at Florida Southern college, and will
have plants available for sale at the Open Garden.
The Historic Rose Garden also has “Phillips & Rix Pink China
Climber,” which the authors gave to Carl Luhn as they passed
through the United States after their Chinese trip. We believe this is the only rose that survived from that trip. Our
garden offers a unique opportunity to study and compare
these two Chinese varieties.
1)
Roger Phillips & Martyn Rix, Quest for the rose; a historical guide to roses, 1994, NY, Random House.
2)
Osti was an Italian economist who turned to botanical
pursuits in retirement, specializing in peonies and found
this rose while on a trip to China looking for peonies.
3)
Belovich is a Washingtonian who has an extensive garden
of roses, specializing in ramblers.
Ed note: one does not have to be primarily focused in roses to benefit our rose garden.
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PRUNING CLASSES

By Anita Clevenger

We’re excited to announce that Stephen Scanniello
will be joining us for our January 17 class: Pruning
Climbing Roses. Stephen is Cur ator of the
Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden in New York City’s
Botanic Garden, President of the Heritage Rose
Foundation, and author of several books, including
“Climbing Roses.” (1)

On Jan 31, we will teach how to prune onceblooming Old Garden Roses.

This will be a rare hands-on opportunity to learn
about training and pruning these versatile roses.
Watch our website for details about this class.

Come to one class, or come to them all. Each class
features a hands-on approach. What’s the best way
to learn how to prune? Come to a pruning class, and
give it a try!

We will also demonstrate how to prune roses at our
annual Pruning Party, scheduled for January 10
from 9-3. Everybody who reads this newsletter is
invited to this event, which is not advertised to the
general public. Because we serve lunch, we need to
know how many people are coming. Please RSVP
via our website so that we can be sure that we have
enough food.

Finally, on Feb 7, we will focus on China and Tea
roses. This coincides with Museum Day, so class
attendees can also go on a history tour of the cemetery.

Pruning Classes begin at 9:00 a.m. in the Historic
Rose Garden. Please park across the street.
______
(1) Scanniello, Stephen & Tanya Bayard, Climbing
Roses, 1994, Macmillan

We will focus on more modern roses in the class
scheduled for Jan 24, which is also the rain date for
the Pruning Party. We will teach people how to
prune Hybrid Teas, Floribundas and Hybrid Perpetuals.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tool Maintenance
Clean and dry pruning tools after use. A final wipe with an oily
rag will keep blades rust-free
and conditioned.
When pruning diseased roses,
disinfect tools before using on
healthy plants or before putting
them away.
Dilute bleach or other disinfectant and dip blades in the liquid.
Dry thoroughly.
Keep cutting blades sharp. Raggedy cuts promote disease. It
can also be frustrating to work
with dull cutting tools. Keep
them sharp and clean and your
pruning tasks will be easier and
take less time.

Volunteer Activities &
Upcoming Events
Pruning Party
January 10 9:00—3:00
(Rain date: Jan 24)
Pruning Classes
January 17—Climbing Roses
January 24—Modern Roses
January 31—Once-bloomers
February 7—Teas & Chinas
(Classes begin at 9:00 a.m.)
Museum Day
February 7

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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